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AN APPLICATION OF PROPER MAPS ON
TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

BY]. MICHAEL BOSSERT A:\D K\\"A:\G-C!1UL H..;.

We oCltline in this paper an application of proper maps on some topological

groups. A simple application of the maps is as follows: if C is a topological

group and H is a compact subgroup of G, then the natural map 9 of G onto

G IH is a clo;ed map; therefore, 9 is a proper map, and hence, G is compact

if G.H is.

D~FI\ITIU:\. ([l], p.97) Let f be a map of a topological space Z into a to

pological space Y. f is said to be proper if f is continuous and fx iz : Xx Z~

Y x Z is closed for all topological spaces Z, where i z is the identity map on Z.

Lnl:>.IA 1. ([l], p.lO!) Let f : X~ Y be continuous. Then the following

two stalements are equivalent:

a) f is proper

b) f is closed and f- 1 (y) is compact for each y In Y.

LEl\I:>'IA 2. ([1J, p.104) Let f : X~Y be a proper mapping, and let K be

a compact subset of Y. Then f- 1 (K) is compact.

The following is an application of the above lemmas to prove a theorem In

[2J ([2J, (5.23 p.38) which avoids the use of nets.

THEORE:-.1. Let F be a topological group, H a subgroup of G, and 9 the

nalural mapping of G onto the left-coset space GIH. Suppose that U is a

symmetric neighborhood of the identity e such thal the following hold:

i) ((J3) - nH is compact

ii) {xH:xEX} is a closed compact subset of GIH and

iii) {xH:XEX}C{uH:uEU}.

Then On XH is closed and compact in G.

Proof. XH=fj>'1 ({xH:XEX}) is closed; hence, OnXH 1S closed. Con

sider the restriction 9=91 OnXH. By iii) r/J(OnXH)=rjJ(X).

Thus, 9: 0 nXH~fj> (X) is a continuous surjection. Since the range 1S corn-
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pact, Lemma 2 will imply the domain is compact, as soon as we show that if!
is proper, i. e., by Lemma 1, that ep is closed and ep-l(y) is compact for each

y in if>CX).

I) cf;-l(y) is compact for each y in if>(X):

Let YEif>(X) • Then y= {yH} for some y in U.

cf;-l(Y)=(UnXH) nif>-l(Y)=(OnXH) n(y·H)=On (y·H)=

=y.[(y-10) nHJ=y'[(y-10) n (03- nH)J

Thus, ep-l(y) is a translate of the intersection of a closed set and a compact

set; hence, is compact.

IT) ep is a closed mapping:

Let C be any closed set in (0 nXH).

Let XE,p(x)\ep(C). Then x={xoH} for some Xo in 0, and (xo·H) n(C·

H)=,p-l({X} nep(C»=9.

Let A=(03)-·xo·(AnH) is a translate of a compact set; hence, is com

pact, and is disjoint from the closed set C. Since G is a topological group,

there exists an open symmetric neighborhood Y of the identity e such that V
cV and

* [V ·Xo· (A nH)J nC=,p (see Theorem (4.10) of [2J)

Then if> CV.xo) = {vxoH: yEY} is an open neighborhood of x in G/ H, and

if>(Y·xo) nif>(X) is a relatively open neighborhood of x in the subspace if>(X).

Let us now show that [if>CV·xo) nif>(X)J nep(C) =if>(Y·xo) n if> (C) =,p:

If not, then there exists a vEY, hEH and cEC such that vxoh=c. But

then h=XO-1V- 1CEV-l.y-l·OcU3cA and so hEAnH, and cE[Y·xo·(An

H)JnC*,p. This would contradict (*).

Thus, the complement of epeC) is open in if>(X), epeC) is closed in ,p(X),

and cjJ is a closed mapping.
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